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Abstract
Abstract :

In this talk I will present some recent work that uses tens of terabytes of mass media metadata from the GDELT-project along with data from social media and/or stock 
markets to explore the data or test hypotheses or more generally solve a decision problem at scale using a cloud computing framework for data analysts.

For example, we will see how the incidence of viral tweets of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement in twitter affects the incidence of mass media reports of street protests 
around the world and vice versa through a hypothesis test using a simple model for two-dimensional point processes known as the Hawkes process.

As another example, we will explore a network-valued time series of “persons of geopolitical importance” (from the GDELT mass media metadata of all news articles 
published in English since the 1970) to extract those that co-occur at times of higher-oder reversals (sudden changes) around a given real-valued time series such as the 
Brent crude oil price in US Dollars. Such extractions are generally prerequisites to further modeling and decision-making.

The purpose of the talk is to showcase by examples what types of analyses are possible from the rich GDELT mass media metadata and give a concrete pathway to enable 
researchers in Uppsala’s Division of Social Sciences and Humanities to analyse on their own.



Outline

● The GDELT Project
● Example 1: #BLM in twitter and Street Protests world-wide
● Example 2: Identifying Persons of Geo-political Importance in a time-series

○ Live Demo of the Analytics layer
○ Brief pointers to how the data engineering science pipelines from “delta lake house” was built

● How can you do your own data analytics with GDELT and your own datasets?
○ Acknowledgements

● Open Discussions and Q&A



The GDELT Project

"The GDELT Project is an initiative to construct a catalog of human 
societal-scale behavior and beliefs across all countries of the 
world, connecting every person, organization, location, count, 
theme, news source, and event across the planet into a single 
massive network that captures what's happening around the world, 
what its context is and who's involved, and how the world is feeling 
about it, every single day."

● Parses records e.g. news articles.
● Uses a coding framework that identifies events and 

actors being reported in these records from mass 
media.  



Confidential between Combient and Associated Companies

●GDELT is a project that monitors news events 
across the world.

○ Metadata about all news events for the last 50 
years

■ Themes, Sentiment Score, Actors, etc.
○ Raw data publicly available

■ We have AI- and BI-ready version in Delta 
Lakehouse (free for academic researchers)

5

Supporting library: 
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-gdelt 

https://github.com/lamastex/spark-gdelt


The GDELT Project - Coding 

Example:

Sentence in a record:

“President Reagan has threatened further action against the Soviet Union in an 
international television program beamed by satellite to more than 50 countries.”
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The GDELT Project - Coding 

Example:

Sentence in a record:

“President Reagan has threatened further action against the Soviet Union in an 
international television program beamed by satellite to more than 50 countries.”

● The act of threatening is identified as the event and given a code.
●  President Reagan, and the Soviet Union are identified as the relevant actors.



GDELT - Databases

GDELT fundamentally consists of two datasets:

1) Global Knowledge Graph - GKG 
a) Contains the sources for the news being parsed.
b) Updated every 15 minutes.

2) The Event Database 
a) Contains the events coded from GKG database.

Live Demo Later: dbc Univ Alliance Dublin Academic Research/Teaching Shard



Example 1: #BLM in twitter and Street Protests world-wide

Hawkes Processes on Social Media and Mass Media 
- a Case Study of the #BlackLivesMatter Movement 
in the Summer of 2020

by Alfred Lindström 

Master thesis in applied mathematics and statistics, Uppsala University, 2021
Exjobb of Combient Mix AB

Supervisor: Raazesh Sainudiin

For a more detailed hour-long mathematical talk and discussions see https://youtu.be/REC1G-NB14I

https://youtu.be/REC1G-NB14I


Social-media mobilisation in twitter  and street protest reports in mass media GDELT

● https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Lives_Matter
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Social-media mobilisation in twitter  and street protest reports in mass media GDELT

● https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Lives_Matter

Social media interactions in twitter

Protests
 on the ground

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Lives_Matter


What is Twitter?

● Micro-blog where users share so called “tweets”
○ Short text messages
○ Media  content such as videos and pictures
○ URLs

● User base consists of both public users such as 
politicians, journalists, and companies, and 
private users. 

● Asymmetrical social media: Users may interact 
with each other without being friends. 

● Users may tag their posts using hashtags, and 
also mention other users.



What is Twitter?



What is Twitter?



Data Engineering for Data Science and Analytics - I

Infrastructure for Twitter data:

● A streaming job monitored all #BLM (or any subset of all) tweets of interest.
● The Tweets represented as raw .jsons are directly stored in a Delta Lake.
● Via schema inferring, data can be handled seamlessly in a Spark Context. 
● Example of another Streaming job of interest is shown below



Data Engineering for Data Science and Analytics - II

● Twitter API (Application Programming Interface):
○ One tweet is represented as a .json-file
○ Main objects are tweet-object and user-object.
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Data Engineering for Data Science and Analytics - II



Data Engineering for Data Science and Analytics - II

Note:

● We get no information on 
the network structure 
between users, i.e., how 
users follow each other.

● Retweeted_status only 
points to the original 
tweet. 



Case study

The Protest taking place after the killing of George Floyd last summer.

Why? Great example of the interrelationship of mobilization on social media, real 
world events and mass media.



Events

What happened?

● The death of George Floyd on the 25th of May 2020
○ The event was caught on camera by passers-by, and went viral on Facebook the same night. 

● Largest protests in U.S. history
○ Mobilization under the hashtag #BlackLivesMatter
○ Protests also spread internationally 



The #BlackLivesMatter-movement

What is Black Lives Matter? 

● A decentralized grass-root movement that began on social media, using the 
hashtag #BlackLivesMatters.

● Founded in the wake of the shooting of Trayvon Martin, July 2013.
● Main issues is that of advocating against police brutality toward 

African-Americans, and policy issues related to racial injustices. 
● Counter movements #AllLivesMatter, and #BlueLivesMatter has risen up as a 

response. 



The #BlackLivesMatter-movement

What is Black Lives Matter? 

● A decentralized grass-root movement that began on social media, using the 
hashtag #BlackLivesMatters.

● Founded in the wake of the shooting of Trayvon Martin, July 2013.
● Main issues is that of advocating against police brutality toward 

African-Americans, and policy issues related to racial injustices. 
● Counter movements #AllLivesMatter, and #BlueLivesMatter has risen up as a 

response. 

The decentralized nature of the BLM-movement, and the way social media has 
played a key part in its development, motivates our choice to analyze Twitter-data.



Case study

The Protest taking place after the killing of George Floyd last summer.

● 41.8 million collected tweets regarding the Black Lives Matter-movement, 
along with the smaller counter movements Blue Lives Matter (pro-police 
movement), and All Lives Matter.

● Tweets from the beginning of the movement in 2013 to the last of June 2020.



BLM Dataset 

How was the data handled? 

By Twitter Terms and Agreement, Tweets are not allowed to be stored and shared 
publicly. 

● To share data, one shares the relevant Tweet ID for each Tweet.
● From these IDs, one requests the Tweet data using Twitter credentials.

○ This was done using Python library twarc.
○ Different schema for the .json-files, so inferring had to be redone to able to handle the data in 

Databricks.
○ Resulted in a new infrastructure to get Twitter data retroactively into Databricks.



BLM Dataset 

Twitter Data from May 24th - June 30th 2020

During this time period 23346745 tweets by 7111140 unique users were collected. 4101080 were original tweets



GDELT

Records reporting protests during the same time period 



GDELT

Records reporting protests during the same time period 



Role of Media-sharing

One initial idea was to link URLs to news articles from GDELT with shared URLs 
from Twitter. However, users shared more original media in favor of news articles. 

Original tweets with 1000 or more 
retweets:



Role of Media-sharing

One initial idea was to link URLs to news articles from GDELT with shared URLs 
from Twitter. However, users shared more original media in favor of news articles.  

Original tweets with 1000 or more 
retweets:

Total of all original tweets:



Retweet-network 

How did users interact during this timeframe?
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1. 85.6% of the users in G were in the same connected component.
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Let G be a weighted directed graph, where the vertices are users, and for the n times user v retweets user 
u, we add edge (u,v) with weight n.

1. 85.6% of the users in G were in the same connected component.
2. From this the most retweeted users were identified.

a. One pro-BLM journalist posting video content from the protests.
b. One anti-BLM journalist posting video content from the protests.
c. A few users with less than 1500 followers, but with over 100000 retweets. 



Retweet-network

How did users interact during this timeframe?

Let G be a weighted directed graph, where the vertices are users, and for the n times user v retweets user 
u, we add edge (u,v) with weight n.

1. 85.6% of the users in G were in the same connected component.
2. From this the most retweeted users were identified.

a. One pro-BLM journalist posting video content from the protests.
b. One anti-BLM journalist posting video content from the protests.
c. A few users with less than 1500 followers, but with over 100000 retweets. 

3. A label propagation algorithm for community detection was run and two interesting communities 
were identified. One relating to BLM-tweets about the protests, and one relating to All/Blue Lives 
Matter. 



Questions

I. Can we model the diffusion process of retweets being shared?
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Questions

I. Can we model the diffusion process of retweets being shared?
II. What role does more influential users play in this process?

III. Can we say anything about the interaction between mass media and Twitter?



How to handle the given data?

● No social structure of the data was given.
● Both the GDELT and Twitter data is fundamentally points in time.



How to handle the given data?

● No social structure of the data was given.
● Both the GDELT and Twitter data is fundamentally points in time.

A natural choice would be to implement point processes.



Hawkes Processes - Self exciting point processes

Let 𝓗t be the history of the events up to time t .  

Where μ is the baseline intensity, and ϕ(t) is the kernel.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_process#Hawkes_(self-exciting)_processes
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Hawkes Processes - Self exciting point processes 

Let 𝓗t be the history of the events up to time t .   

Where μ is the baseline intensity, and ϕ(t) is the kernel.

μ

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_process#Hawkes_(self-exciting)_processes
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Bivariate Hawkes Processes for 2 types of Events, A & B

SOURCE: https://dl.acm.org/doi/fullHtml/10.1145/3308558.3313440#fig1

https://dl.acm.org/doi/fullHtml/10.1145/3308558.3313440#fig1


Let D be the number of dimensions, and 𝓗j
t  the the history of events in 

dimension j up to time t. Then 

is the intensity for the i:th dimension.

Multivariate Hawkes Processes 
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Let D be the number of dimensions, and 𝓗i
t  the the history of events in 

dimension i up to time t. Then 

is the intensity for the i:th dimension.

● tj,k  are timestamps in the j:th dimension
● ɸi,j are the kernels - regulates how events in dimension j affects the 

intensity in dimension i 

Multivariate Hawkes Processes 



Interplay between mass media and Twitter

Notes on the exponential kernel:

● ɑij   >0 regulates how much of an impact of the intensity rate in dimension i an event 
in dimension j has.

● ꞵ ij >0  is the decaying parameter. 
● The kernel is monotonically decreasing - thus events in the past will only affect the 

intensity when they are close in time. 

 



Interplay between mass media and Twitter

The first 30 hours of when the protests were studied. 

● Original Tweets during this time period was taken from the BLM-dataset
● Records mentioning protests were queried from GDELT. 



Interplay between mass media and Twitter

The first 30 hours of when the protests were studied. 

● Original Tweets during this time period was taken from the BLM-dataset
● Records mentioning protests were selected from GDELT. 

For this model, a multivariate Hawkes process in two dimension with an exponential kernel was 
implemented: 

The parameters were estimated using Python-library ticks, by fixing all decay parameters ꞵ ij  
and then using the method of least-squares.  



Interplay between mass media and Twitter

Notes on the exponential kernel:

● ɑij   >0 regulates how much of an impact of the intensity rate in dimension i an event in 
dimension j has.

● ꞵ ij >0  is the decaying parameter. 
● The kernel is monotonically decreasing - thus events in the past will only affect the intensity 

when they are close in time. 

The parameters were estimated using Python-library ticks, by fixing all decay parameters ꞵ ij  
and then using the method of least-squares.  

 



Interplay between mass media and Twitter

H0: There is no interplay (mutual excitation) between reported protests in media 
and Tweets regarding the BLM-movement, i.e., ɑ12=ɑ21=0  

1. The assumption that all ꞵ ij were equal was made. 
a. Different values for ꞵ was then given for the fitting. The ꞵ with the highest likelihood was 

chosen.
2. With a set ꞵ, bootstrapping by sampling from the GDELT-records and Tweets 

100 times was done.



Interplay between mass media and Twitter

H0: There is no interplay (mutual excitation) between reported protests in media 
and Tweets regarding the BLM-movement, i.e., ɑ12=ɑ21=0  

● We get the 95% confidence 
intervals (0.013379, 0.030991) 
for ɑ12 , (0.01131 ,0.022001) 
for ɑ21. 

● Thus we do not reject H0 
according to the Wald test.

Note that for the means, ɑ21 > ɑ12. 
This suggests that mass media has 
a larger effect on Twitter in this 
model. 



Interplay between mass media and Twitter

This model is quite simple and should be interpreted as a first step.

Next steps: this is perhaps beyond constraints of today’s talk, but some caveats to note...

1. Make a more formalized and well-defined problem statement.
2. Look at the Granger Causality to make better assumptions on predictive 

causality. 

We will next move to Example 2 (perhaps come back for 1. And 2. Above if time permits)

● For a more detailed hour-long mathematical talk and discussions see https://youtu.be/REC1G-NB14I
● For understanding the modeling caveats read at least Chapter 1 of The Hype Machine by Sinan Aral; Copyright 

2020/2021 by HyperAnalytic, Inc. 

https://youtu.be/REC1G-NB14I
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/570128/the-hype-machine-by-sinan-aral/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/570128/the-hype-machine-by-sinan-aral/


Example 2: Identifying Persons of Geo-political Importance in a time-series

Network of Geopolitical Persons of Importance around Brent Oil Price “Shocks”

Live Demo: dbc Univ Alliance Dublin Academic Research/Teaching Shard 

(to be done)



Confidential between Combient and Associated Companies

●GDELT is a project that monitors news events 
across the world.

○ Metadata about all news events for the last 50 
years

■ Themes, Sentiment Score, Actors, etc.
○ Raw data publicly available

■ We have AI- and BI-ready version in Delta 
Lakehouse

56

Supporting library: 
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-gdelt 

https://github.com/lamastex/spark-gdelt


Confidential between Combient and Associated Companies

● Stock prices from Yahoo! Finance or FX1Minute historical data.
○ Trend Calculus allows for quick detection of trend changes.

57

Supporting library: 
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-trend-calculus 

https://lamastex.github.io/spark-trend-calculus-examples/
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-trend-calculus


Confidential between Combient and Associated Companies

● FX1Minute historical data Brent Oil Price & GDELT data fusion
○ Trend Calculus allows for quick detection of trend changes. 
○ Detecting events and entities in GDELT-metadata around oil price “shocks”
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Supporting library: 
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-trend-calculus 

https://lamastex.github.io/spark-trend-calculus-examples/
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-trend-calculus
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● FX1Minute historical data Brent Oil Price & GDELT data fusion
○ Trend Calculus allows for quick detection of trend changes. 
○ Detecting events and entities in GDELT-metadata around oil price “shocks”
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Supporting library: 
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-trend-calculus 

https://lamastex.github.io/spark-trend-calculus-examples/
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-trend-calculus
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● FX1Minute historical data Brent Oil Price & GDELT data fusion
○ Trend Calculus allows for quick detection of trend changes. 
○ Detecting events and entities in GDELT-metadata around oil price “shocks”
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Supporting library: 
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-trend-calculus 

https://lamastex.github.io/spark-trend-calculus-examples/
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-trend-calculus


Confidential between Combient and Associated Companies
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Supporting library: 
https://github.com/lamastex/spark-trend-calculus 

https://github.com/lamastex/spark-trend-calculus


Confidential between Combient and Associated Companies

Detecting Influential Persons of Interest in News about 
Oil and Natural Gas (Global, Nigeria, Malaysia)



Confidential between Combient and Associated Companies

Demo

Live Demo: dbc Univ Alliance Academic Research/Teaching Shard



Confidential between Combient and Associated Companies
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Masters/PhD course period 4 2021/22
Across UU’s Divisions are coming soon...

Overview:

●  https://lamastex.github.io/ScaDaMaLe 

Notebooks can be run in 

● free tiny cluster for 
self-hackathons/learnings
○ https://cloud.community.databricks.com 

In 

● or via databricks University Alliance and 
Combient Mix AB, Stockholm
○ https://dbc-c7ecaae5-806d.cloud.databri

cks.com (free academic learning 
infrastructure)

○ Delta-lake house of GDELT is available for 
academic research from Combient Mix 
AB at cost price (talk to me)

○ Or build your own data lake house of 
GDELT

Funding: Swedish Royal Society

How to Do it yourself? & Acknowledgements

https://lamastex.github.io/ScaDaMaLe
https://cloud.community.databricks.com
https://dbc-c7ecaae5-806d.cloud.databricks.com
https://dbc-c7ecaae5-806d.cloud.databricks.com


Example 1 Continued...



Modelling Retweet Cascades

I. Can we model the diffusion process of retweets being shared?
II. What role does more influential users play in this process?
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Modelling Retweet Cascades

Retweet cascade - one original tweet along with all its retweet.

Phenomena to capture:

1. Word-to-mouth spread: When a user shares a tweet, the tweet will 
organically find its way into new a set of new users, and so on. 

2. The magnitude of influence: Users with more followers tend to get more 
retweets.

3. Memory over time: Most of the retweeting by users happen when the users 
first see it in their timeline.

4. Content quality.



Marked Power Law-kernel: 

Where each event along with a timestamp ti also has a mark mi  which we let to be 
number of followers the retweeting user has. 
 

 For understanding the kernel’s motivation read at least Chapter 1 of The Hype Machine by Sinan Aral; Copyright 2020/2021 by HyperAnalytic, Inc. 

Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/570128/the-hype-machine-by-sinan-aral/


● κ>0, is interpreted as the quality of the tweet.
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● κ>0, is interpreted as the quality of the tweet.
● β>0, determines how much of an impact the number of followers a user has 

influences the rate.
● (t+c)-(1+θ) , θ,c >0 is monotonically decreasing, therefore the relevancy of 

retweet dies out over time. 
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● κ>0, is interpreted as the quality of the tweet.
● β>0, determines how much of an impact the number of followers a user has 

influences the rate.
● (t+c)-(1+θ) , θ,c >0 is monotonically decreasing, therefore the relevancy of 

retweet dies out over time. 

One retweet cascade is then modelled as a point process with intensity

Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades - Kernels



Log-likelihood: 

 

 

Non-linear, and optimized numerically using R-package Evently.

Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades - Estimation 



Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades - Estimation 

Due to computational limitations, only retweet cascades at around 3500 tweets 
were able to be fitted.

 



Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades

Cascades by prominent users from both BLM-movement and anti-BLM-movement 
were fitted. 

 



Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades

Cascades by prominent users from both BLM-movement and anti-BLM-movement 
were fitted. 

 ● Independent of political 
sympathies, these cascades 
looked quite similar.



Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades

More interesting were relatively large retweet cascades initiated by users with 
small followings.

● Cascade with final size of 1500 
retweets, initiated by a user with 
268 followers.



Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades

More interesting were relatively large retweet cascades initiated by users with 
small followings.

● Cascade with final size of 1500 
retweets, initiated by a user with 
268 followers.

Cascades of this nature leads us into the 
next question: Impact of influential 
users.



Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades - Diffusion 

Reminder: Due to Twitter API, we do not have access to the actual branching 
structure of a retweet cascade.

From the our model, an estimate of the 
probability of a tweet being a direct  
retweet of an earlier tweet (in the 
cascade) can be made. 



Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades - Influence

Estimate of the probability that a tweet vj is a direct retweet of vi: 
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Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades - Influence

Estimate of the probability that a tweet vj is a direct retweet of vi: 

Pairwise influence, i.e. probability that vj  indirectly influences vi :

Influence of a φ(vi ) tweet is then the sum of its pairwise influence:  



Example - cascade of 224 retweets

● Magnitude is the number of followers a 
user has. 

● Takes into consideration of when a user 
joins the Retweet cascade, and not only 
the number of followers.

Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades - Influence



Example - cascade of 224 retweets

● Magnitude is the number of followers a 
user has. 

● Takes into consideration of when a user 
joins the Retweet cascade, and not only 
the number of followers.

This method of getting user influence was 
implemented in and made easy-to-use in Scala 
using the same infrastructure that has been 
done for the rest of Twitter-data.

Hawkes Processes for retweet cascades - Influence



Summary of Example 1

I. Retweet cascades were modelled using marked Hawkes processes.
A. This model can also be used for prediction active retweet cascades.

II. A way to estimate user influence in a retweet diffusion process has been 
implemented.

III. The first steps for being able to look at predictive causality between social 
media and mass media were taken.

See: https://github.com/lamastex/mep for public codes and 
https://github.com/lamastex/HawkesProcessesOnMedia for manuscript in progress...

https://github.com/lamastex/mep
https://github.com/lamastex/HawkesProcessesOnMedia

